Homework – Year 4
19th November 2020
English

Maths

Science

Reading:
Combining our work in history recently and our
grammar lessons looking at direct speech,
please read Haunting Histories which is on our
allocated reading list for Year 4.
.

Spelling:
This week we’ve been looking at the suffixes ‘ation’ and ‘–sion’ and how they can turn verbs
into nouns.
Most of the verbs require -ation
Verbs ending in -d, -de, -se, -t require -sion

Following on from our recent work on
fractions, please visit the following
webpage
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/7-11years/fractions-and-decimals

Try the ‘build a fraction’ and ‘fractions
matcher’ games.

This week in sciene we have begun to
explore animal classifications.
We will be learning about how humans are
impacting on the habitats of animals. E.g.
plastic in the oceans or the destruction of
the rainforest.
Can you use the internet/streaming
services to research anything about this
issue? Such programmes as A life in our
planet on Netflix is an example of a good
programme that will help explore this
topic, but any other video or information
would also be useful.
You do not need to bring anything into
school, but you should be able to talk
about whatever you have managed to find
out.

Can you change the verbs below by adding the
correct ending?
e.g.

sense + ation = sensation
collide + sion = collision

1- Celebrate
2- Alter
3- Organise
4- Decide
5- Revise
6- Suspend
7- Assert
8- Invert
9- Infuse
10-Admire
Grammar/writing:
This week we have continued learning about
punctuation for direct speech, including
inverted commas.
Your task is to rewrite this paragraph so that
it shows when someone is speaking and when a
new person is speaking. Remember – a new

speaker means take a new line.
Good morning everyone called Mr North to
his class. I hope you’ve all had a pleasant
weekend? What are we learning about
today, sir? asked Ibrahim Can we go on the
laptops? begged Selena Maybe for Golden
Time if you work well all week replied Mr
North. Today we have science where we will
classifying animals into their different
groupings. Thomas exclaimed Yes! I love
Science. I know lots about animals. Mr
North smiled Let’s get started then!

